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Background:
March 2020. Pandemic tightens its grip around England. Local schools close. The University of Winchester closes.
The PGCE students and tutors suddenly find themselves quarantined in their own homes. Lockdown derails us. It
de-skills us. So we form a Writing For Pleasure writing group. One bright March morning, our group of 12 selfselecting students turn up on Zoom and a vibrant community of writer-teachers is born. Each week, for the
remaining 12 weeks of semester, students and staff sit on top of each other in our little digital boxes on screen,
and we write. We write stories. We write poems. We write persuasive letters. We write all sorts. We give each
other the gift of hearing our writing as we read our compositions aloud. We play with technique. We invite a
published author for coffee. We encourage each other. We laugh. We build for each other a community of
enthusiastic colleagues inside our locked-down world of self-isolation and social distancing. And we begin to work
out what it means to become a writer-teacher and what this might mean for our pupils. We just do it. Working it
out, week by week, creating, sharing and supporting. This is what we have learned. This is our story so far.

Principle(s) in focus:
Our project addresses in particular the following strands of a Writing For Pleasure pedagogy:
 Build a community of writers
 Read, share, think and talk about writing
 Teach the writing processes
 Be reassuringly consistent
 Be a writer-teacher

Aims:
We wanted to find out how belonging to a writing group made a difference to the writing and teaching lives of
young professional teachers.
We wanted to understand how writing inside a community of self-selecting teachers made a difference to selfefficacy, agency, self-regulation, motivation, volition and our identity as writer-teachers (Young & Ferguson in
press). When the Writing for Pleasure group teachers begin their NQT roles in their new schools, we want to find
out how this 12 week writing experience might affect the learning experiences of their pupils.
The Writing for Pleasure group will continue to meet throughout 2020-21 and explore how the group impacts
their teacher and writer identities and affects their classroom practice.

Description:

Writer-teachers enjoying writing together during a Writing for Pleasure workshop

The structure of Writing for Pleasure sessions
At first, the sessions were led by our University of Winchester lecturer. The meetings were informal and children
who were being home-schooled were invited to join in. The meetings followed a similar routine, beginning with a
quick writing task as a warm-up, a discussion of our writing from the previous week and some extended writing
time. The quick-write tasks were inventive and were low stakes, allowing members to write freely and build their
self-efficacy without the pressure of having to write a polished end-product. The lecturer would often remind us
that we were writing as a pleasurable experience and that an awareness of our process was important.
Broad structure of Writing for Pleasure sessions
Quick write
Low stakes writing encouraged members to write continuously for a short
period of time as a mental warm-up.
Discussion of writing crafted This was a chance to share our compositions with our peers, give feedback,
over the week
and reflect on how this writing might influence our teaching.
Extended writing time
The time frame was between 15-30 minutes, and focused on a prompt and a
particular genre.
Sharing
A chance to share our writing and discuss writing topics for the coming week.
Giving, sharing and self-regulating
Each week a writing topic was shared and participants were invited to craft something during the week ready for
discussion in the next meeting. Our writing relied on our ability to be self-regulating in order to independently
produce a successful and meaningful piece. Our writing was posted on a discussion thread on the University
Intranet prior to the next meeting for other members to read. However, it became apparent that we needed to
share our ideas in smaller groups to avoid our postings becoming lost amongst the masses of others. This was
done over email between writing partners before sessions and then time was allocated during the Zoom meetings
to call our writing partners using our phones or Facebook to discuss our writing together. This was a key
development in the early sessions in building our volition, as we each received quality feedback from one other:
writer to writer.

Writer-teachers share and peer review with their writing partners
Sharing and Reviewing
Members of the group had the opportunity to read out writing they wanted to share during our Zoom meetings.
However, this raised two issues. Firstly, there wasn’t time to hear everybody read their pieces. Secondly, not
everyone felt comfortable reading out their writing to the many faces staring back on their screen. To solve this,
we created our Instagram account @rookeswritingforpleasure, an easily accessible online platform that allowed
members to post their writing for everyone to read at their leisure. It also meant we had a bank of writing that we
could share in our future classrooms as writer-teachers, modelling how writing could be pleasurable as well as
sharing our personal ‘tips and tricks’ for success. It was a delight to see the creative writing of others.
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Fun with shape poetry posted on the Instagram page
Creatively Collaborating
The group had to adapt to our new ways of communicating online and a range of mediums and strategies were
employed to overcome these geographical barriers. On one occasion, the group collaborated to gather ideas in
order to create a short poem in response to the image below. This was achieved by members calling out ideas
which were then scribed by the session leader, encouraging our writing community to build and expand on each
other’s ideas (Young & Ferguson 2020).

A poem stimulated by an interesting image
Another internet platform that was used to share responses was menti.com. The image below shows a word
cloud created by the group in response to the piece of music, Nimrod, from Elgar’s Variations. This word cloud
then provided the ideas for an extended piece of writing.
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Extended writing time would last around 15-30 minutes. These writing times were inspired by a prompt which
was often visual, using images online or physical objects from our homes. However, there was always discussion
about how the prompt might work in the classroom. Ideas were inspired by kitchen utensils, objects that held
personal value, music and artworks. There were always elements of choice which gave us some agency over our
writing. The images below show poems inspired by the adjacent paintings; writing that encouraged an emotive
response.

Our Writing for Pleasure workshops included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Creating complex characters who want something
Writing about our walks and personally meaningful objects in our homes
Writing about an ordinary superhero using show-not-tell
Discussion with a children’s author
Writing about an animal
Personifying objects
Twisted tales – playing with well-known stories
Writing poetry in response to music
Writing concrete and shape poetry
Persuasive writing – my animal is the best!
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Learning about an author’s writing process
For one session we abandoned our usual structure because we were joined by Vanessa Harbour, author of the
children’s book Flight (2018, Firefly Press). We all read the book before the session and were able to discuss
Vanessa’s writing processes and her creative decisions. Our meeting with the author outlined how powerful the
role of a writer-teacher could be for pupils. This session also drew a direct connection between reading quality
children’s literature and writing for pleasure (Graham et al 2018). We put ourselves in the shoes of readers but
also gained an understanding of Vanessa Harbour’s processes as a writer. An unexpected result of this session
was that it opened our minds to the possibility of virtual meetings with authors in our own classrooms as we
navigate our way through new social restrictions in 2020-21.

Impact:
The Writing for Pleasure workshops inspired considerable development in two areas. Firstly, we developed as
writers and secondly we developed as teachers of writers.
Developing as a community of writers
Although we all originally started from different points of interest, experience and strengths, the creation of both
a positive and caring space through enthusiasm, encouragement and listening enabled us to increasingly feel part
of a real community of writers. The environment meant we were not afraid to come up with something silly or fail
at what we were doing and as a result we engaged in a much richer learning process. All of us reported that we
were writing more for pleasure within our own lives, and we were developing both our independence and our
individual writer identity.
Our confidence and volition began to grow as a consequent effect of our writing community, and had a notable
impact on our need for agency. At the beginning of the project we were happy to stick to quite structured and
rigid writing tasks. However, as our confidence grew, we began to want a lot more freedom and ownership over
our writing. Our wish to become more independent and to take personal responsibility was a sign of our
confidence to make our own writerly decisions about what it was we wanted to write about. It made us think
about whether we give this agency and personal responsibility to children.
Becoming successful teachers of writers
We believe what we learnt during the writing workshops will enhance our ability to be successful writer-teachers
in our NQT classrooms. What we learnt about writing and being writers during these writing workshops could be
transferred to our classrooms in the following ways:









Confidence and writing ability. The opportunity to write has positively impacted our confidence in our
own writing ability. As argued by Andrews (2008), in his proposition for a National Writing Project,
teacher confidence towards the teaching of writing is increased by teachers having an opportunity to
write. As a result of our writing group, we will feel more confident to model and share our writing
processes with children.
Knowing that writing is social. The familiar structure of each writing session was useful as it made the
group feel like a secure community where we could write share and discuss our ideas in the same way on
a weekly basis. Young and Ferguson (2020) argue that children, as developing authors, need to learn that
writing isn’t a solitary task but a social event which occurs around other writing community members.
Our experience of sharing ideas in an online community will support us to foster our own community of
writers in our own classrooms, knowing how valuable for writers it is that there is a safe space to read,
talk, think and share writing.
Increased writerly knowledge. By increasing our writerly knowledge and understanding we have
improved our subject knowledge and our pedagogical knowledge ready for the classroom.
Understanding young writers. In keeping with the findings of Cremin & Oliver (2017), by writing
ourselves, we have been better able to empathise and understand how children might feel when they
write in our classrooms. Our experience will therefore enhance our ability to support children’s successful
writing development.
Understanding the importance of a consistent writing routine. By having a consistent writing routine;
writing with others in a community and by writing things for authentic reasons and with a future
readership in mind, we can progress as NQT writer-teachers who confidently craft successful and
affecting writing. By combining our growth as writers with our knowledge of effective writing teaching,
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we will be able to continue to develop writing for pleasure to enhance both our own and our children’s
writing together.
What the students said about Writing for Pleasure group
“Thank you so much for setting up the group, for inspiring us all to write in a way that we haven't been able to in a
situation which has needed expression more than ever. I have found it very inspirational to listen to others,
hearing aspects of them that would have been hidden if not for this group. I am passionate about finding
children's story telling voices, and I feel more equipped to be confident to do just that.”
“Just wanted to say thank you for this group. It has really helped me get really excited to teach English and shown
me how thrilling it can actually be. I've found the most helpful thing to come from it is the enjoyment as I now
want to write all the time and that has increased both my confidence and understanding.”

Reflection:
Since beginning the Writing for Pleasure group, we have had the opportunity to be actively involved in being
writers. As a result of this involvement, there are several implications for our teaching as we begin our NQT year.
Working harder to understand how reading and writing connect
Bushnell (2020) argues that for children to become independent and confident writers, they need to be
encouraged to read the works of many authors. Wide reading, both independent and collaborative, is important.
Children are then empowered to draw on what they have learned about authors’ techniques and how they have
been moved by the writer to inform their own meaningful, successful and independent writing. This is because
they are able to experiment with the strategies of authors independently. Within our writing group, while we
invited a children’s author to one session, we did not always think to use our volitional reading to inform our
writing. Yet in a classroom setting this would be essential (Young & Ferguson 2020, in press).
Agency, identity and freedom
We have also reflected on the structure of our sessions and have realised the value that it could have for the
children we teach. For instance, the short warm-ups gave us an opportunity to ease ourselves into the sessions.
This could also help children to begin to think creatively and imagine what sort of writing they might like to craft
for themselves. This is an area we will develop and explore creatively together during our NQT year. Beyond
specific writing lessons, our experience of a Writing for Pleasure group has also inspired us to consider how to
encourage writing for pleasure in our own classrooms.
Some of us began to write voluntarily in our free-time too. We realised that having some freedom to write about
topics that interest us has been very enjoyable and has made the sessions fun and fulfilling. Reflecting on this, we
now think enabling children to undertake their own writing projects would be empowering. For instance, the
children could have their own folders or books that they can fill with their own writing ideas or ‘free-writing’ and
they could then have time to work on these at their own pace. The impact of these personal writing projects
would encourage the children to develop their own identities as authors (Young & Ferguson 2020).
By the end of our writing journey together, we began to consider how our writing experiences could be widened
beyond writing to prompts. For example, as Young & Ferguson (in press) say, we can write in response to a
situation, a genre, through intertextuality or by using ‘free-writing’. We could also write as a result of the personal
responses we have to a prompt rather than about the prompt itself. For example, a thought provoking film-short
like The Present could be explored through intertextuality and by ‘mining’ the personal responses the film elicits,
and use these for writing ideas. In this way, we would open up more creative freedom, internal motivation, and a
desire to write – something we are always reaching towards.

What next…
In September 2020, the postgraduate students, now NQTs, will be invited to remake our community of writerteachers. We will write together on Zoom and share our pedagogic writing adventures in the wild and wonderful
world of our classrooms where anything creative can happen. During our journeys, we will explore how to inspire
and nurture the creative literate lives of our children and we will share another 12 weeks of our Writing for
Pleasure group.
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